
Colossal Deception: Unmasking the Foreign
Dominance in Nigeria's Telecom Sector
In the labyrinthine world of telecommunications, a colossal deception has
been perpetrated against Nigeria, its citizens, and its economy. Foreign
interests, driven by insatiable greed and a lust for control, have infiltrated
and manipulated the sector, leaving a trail of shattered dreams and stunted
growth in their wake.

The book "Colossal Deception: How Foreigners Control Our Telecoms
Sector" is a bombshell exposé that unveils the shocking truth behind this
insidious foreign dominance. It meticulously documents the underhanded
tactics, illicit deals, and shadowy influence pedaling that have crippled the
telecom industry and hindered Nigeria's progress.
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The must-read book that exposes the truth about foreign dominance in
Nigeria's telecom sector.

A Litany of Deception and Exploitation

The book meticulously chronicles the litany of deceptive and exploitative
practices employed by foreign telecoms companies in Nigeria. These
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tactics include:

Overpricing and under-delivering services

Collusion and anti-competitive behavior

Illicit capital flight and tax evasion

Political influence and lobbying

Substandard network infrastructure and poor quality of service

Through a thorough analysis of industry data and interviews with key
stakeholders, "Colossal Deception" paints a grim picture of how foreign
telecoms companies have exploited Nigeria's weak regulatory framework
and lack of transparency.

The Devastating Impact on Nigeria

The consequences of foreign dominance in Nigeria's telecom sector have
been devastating. It has:

Hindered economic growth and job creation

Eroded consumer trust and satisfaction

Impeded the development of local expertise and innovation

Fueled inequality and social unrest

Undermined Nigeria's sovereignty and national interests

"Colossal Deception" argues that the time has come for Nigeria to break
free from the shackles of foreign control and chart its own course in the
telecoms sector. It provides a roadmap for achieving this, including:



Strengthening regulatory oversight

Promoting local participation and investment

Investing in infrastructure and research and development

Empowering consumers and protecting their rights

Prioritizing national interests above foreign profits

A Call to Action

"Colossal Deception" is not merely an exposé; it is a call to action. It
challenges Nigerians from all walks of life to demand accountability, break
the chains of foreign dominance, and reclaim their telecoms sector. It is a
clarion call for a new era of transparency, accountability, and self-
determination in Nigeria's telecoms industry.

The book urges Nigerians to:

Educate themselves about the issues

Support local telecoms companies and initiatives

Demand transparency and accountability from the government and
telecoms companies

Advocate for policies that promote local participation and growth

Spread the word and raise awareness

By shining a spotlight on the colossal deception that has plagued Nigeria's
telecoms sector, this book empowers Nigerians with the knowledge and



tools necessary to break free from foreign control and build a vibrant,
sustainable, and self-reliant telecoms industry.

"Colossal Deception: How Foreigners Control Our Telecoms Sector" is a
must-read for anyone who cares about Nigeria's economic development,
national sovereignty, and the well-being of its citizens. It is a wake-up call
that exposes the harmful and deceptive practices that have hindered the
growth and progress of Nigeria's telecoms sector.

The book challenges Nigerians to reclaim their telecoms sector and build a
future where the industry is driven by local expertise, innovation, and the
interests of the Nigerian people. It is a call to break the chains of foreign
dominance and embrace a new era of transparency, accountability, and
self-determination in Nigeria's telecoms industry.

Free Download your copy of "Colossal Deception" today and join the
movement to expose the truth and break free from foreign control.
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